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Abstract: 

In I 991 the Heard Island Feasibility Test demonstrated that it is 

possible to transmit coded acoustic sig na ls nearly half way 

around the world. One of the key issues in the feasibility test was 

to determine the spatial structure of the received transmissions. In 

this thesis, data from the Canadian Defense Research Establish

ment Pacific horizontal line array is used to form an estimate of 

the directional power spectrum. This spectrum determi nes if any 

horizontal mu ltipath is detectable . The pre liminary signal condi

tio ning, including frequency spectrum estimation and demodu la

tio n required before beamforrning is described. Conventional and 

adapti ve beamforming methods are examined with synthetic data 

to demo nstrate the limitations on the directional spectrum resu lts. 

The princ iple result of this work is that no stable horizontal rnu l

tipath is evident. The mean a rrival angle for the fi ve hours of data 

analyzed is 2 12° ± 1.5°. 
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CHAPTER 1 

1.1 

FIGURE 1.1 

Introduction 

Experiment overview 

In January of 1991 the Heard Island Feasibilty Test (HIFf) demonstrated it was possible 

to transmit phase coded acoustic transmissions over global ranges. The acoustic signals 

were transmitted from the source ship located at 54° S, 74° E in the southern Indian 

Ocean near Heard Island and were received even at the most distant sites off the east 

and west coasts of North America (figure 1.1.) 

The motivation for the test was that since the propagation speed of acoustic waves is 

dependent on water temperature the change in the travel time of the signals can be used 

to detect changes in the ocean temperature averaged over the paths of the signals. One 

of the central questions in the Feasibility Test was can phase coherent processing be 

exploited at these ranges? If this was possible it was expected that the travel time resolu

tion required to measure small temperature changes could be achieved (Munk et 

a/.(1993), [I) .) 

The HIFT Proposed Horizontal Ray Paths[4] 
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1.2 Horizontal multipath 

The other key issue of the HIFf was to determine the spatia l characteristics and the sta

bi lity of these characteristics for long range transmissions. The spatial characteristics 

have a profound impact on travel time estimation. If multiple paths connect the source 

and receiver, they may have different path lengths and/or travel times. This leads to 

multiple estimates for arrival time. Figure 1.1 demonstrates a possible scenario where 

two horizontal multipath connect the source at Heard Island with a receiver off the west 

coast of North America. 

The spatial characteri stics of the signal are determined by the dependencies of the sound 

speed on temperature and pressure which cause sound waves to refract. On the vertical 

axis thi s leads to well known waveguide effects such as the formation of rays and modes 

of propagation in the waveguide. On the horizonta l axis refraction causes the signal to 

deviate fro m the great circle path which is the shortest path between two points on a 

spherical earth, and to travel along a refracted geodesic path. The geodesic path differs 

from the great circle in that the geodesic path accounts for the polar flattening of the 

earth. The refraction from the geodesic path has been demonstrated experimentally in 

the analysis of the 1960 Perth-Bermuda transmissions (Heaney eta/. ( 1991),[2]). In this 

analysis travel times were compared to model results based on horizontall y refracted 

adiabatic modes. The multiple arrival times were explained by two widely separated 

horizontal multipaths. The implicatio ns of multiple arri val times are motivating factors 

for this work. 

Along a geodesic from Heard Island to the west coast of the United States the sound 

waves encountered strong horizontal temperature gradients, such as those associated 

with the Antarc tic ci rcumpolar current. Variable bathymetry also plays an important role 

in horizontal refraction as sound waves are refracted away from shallower water. Given 

the correct refractive conditions the transmissions could have travelled a long multiple 

horizontal paths from Heard Island to the receiving stations. McDonald et al. predicted 

horizontal multipath consisting of two eigenray bundles reaching the receiving station 

[3]. The mean predicted horizontal arrival angles for these two bundles were 2 14 .2° and 

219.3° wi th respect to true north. The estimated bottom losses for these paths were 

approximately -10 dB and -50 dB respectively. Consequently, the path arri ving at 2 19.3° 

may have been very difficult to detect if it existed . Within each of these e igenray bun

dles the individual modes of propagation had horizontal arrival angles differing by a 

tenth of a degree to half a degree. 
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FIGURE 1.2 

1.3 Detecting horizontal multipath 

During the HIFT the Canadian Defen se Research Establishment Paci fic (DREP) Vessel 

CFAV ENDEAVOUR towed a horizontal array. In this thesis the data from this array is 

beam formed and an estimate is formed of the ang ular dependence of the incoming 

power from the Heard Island source. Both conventional and adaptive beamforming 

methods are used . The central questions this thesis addresses are: 

• Can horizontal mutlipath be detected at a horizontal receiving array? 

• What were the arrival angles of the paths? 

M ulti path with power suffic iently above the noise level to allow detection and separated 

by a resolvable ang le was not detected . Low power level mutlipath may exist. If hori

zontal multipath exists it could lead to multiple estimates for arrival time and thus diffi

culty in detecting a c limate signal. 

Doppler shi fts can also be used to estimate launch and arrival angles. In the case of the 

HIFf the source is moving so if the receiver is s tatio nary only a launch angle can be 

estimated. If the receiver is also moving both a launch ang le and a receiver angle may be 

estimated. This techn ique is used with limited success in this thesis. The primary tech

nique of horizontal arrival angle determination is horizontal beam form ing. 

If the multi path are consistently distingui shable they can be used to generate multip le 

estimates for travel time trends. Depending on how the multi path sample the oceano

graphic mesoscale random processes these estimates may be independent. Simple c ircu

lar arc geometry in figure I .2 shows that paths separated by 8=0.5° degrees in arrival 

angle are separated by o-80 km at half range of 9000 km and arrivals separated by 8=5° 

are separated by o-400 km at half range. While th is simple geometric argument ignores 

the realities of the actual refracted paths it indicates that the paths would encounter dif

ferent oceanographic condi tions and bathymetric features. 

Horizontal Refraction model 

~}~ 
Great C 

1
.1 . 

Heard Island R- 18,000 km Circle Path a J ~rn1a 
Source Rece1ver 
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FIGURE 1.3 

1.4 Overall processing flow 

The following fl ow chart shows the sequence of steps in formi ng an estimate of the 

angular power spectrum. Appropriate diagrams and descriptions of the individual steps 

are found in the indicated chapters. 

Overall Processing Flow Chart 

Array Input Channels 

Preliminary Signal Conditioning 
Chapter 2 

Form Covariance Matrix 
Chapter 3 

Angular Power Spectrum 
Algorithm: Chapter 3 

Results: Estimate o"t Angular Power Spectrum 
Chapter 4 

Power Contour Plot 

rl " ~ 
L-----------------------~ 

Time 
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CHAPTER 2 

2.1 

TABLE 2.2 

Preliminary Signal 
Conditioning 

Signals 

Three types of signals were used in the HIFf. (Munk eta/. ( 1993)[ I)) The first type of 

signal was a simple continuous wave (CW) signal. It is ideal for angular power spec

trum estimation since it has the highest signal to noise ratio as all the energy is concen

trated in one frequency. The second type of signal was a phase shifted pentaline (P) 

signal. Thi s signal has five tonal components each spaced 1.9 Hz apart. Th.is type of sig

nal is used for angular power spectrum estimation since the tonals can be narrow band

pass fi ltered and the angular power spectrum estimates for different frequency bands can 

be compared. The third type of signal was a pseudo-rando m phase shift signal with a 

bandwidth of lOHz. Thi s signal has a impulse- like auto-covariance structure and is ideal 

for time delay estimat ion. The can·ier frequency was chosen to be 57 Hz. This was low 

enough so absorption was not a problem on the 18,000 km path, and the 50 and 60Hz 

power frequencies were avoided. Lower frequencies were not optimum because of 

increased bottom interaction. The following table summarizes the transmissions used: 

Event Name Transmission Time Signal Type Receive Time 
(dd/hhmm Z) (Tape Start, dd/hhmm Z) 

Event 15CEI 5) 29/1500 p 29/18 15 

Event 18 (EI 8) 3010000 cw 30/03 12 

Event 19 (EI 9) 30/0300 p 30/06 13 

Event 22 (E22) 30/1200 CW 30/ 15 17 

Event 23 (E23) 3011500 p 30/18 13 

2.2 Records 

After 3hr. 17min. acoustic travel times the signals were recei ved by the DREP array, the 

Canadian Ocean Acoustic Measurement System (COAMS). The array was located in a 

region approximately 420 km west of Los Angeles. Figure 2. 1 shows the location of 

each reception superimposed on contours of the angl e of declination of the earth 's mag

netic field .(NOAA chart 18020 [2]) This information is important in chapter 4 because 
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FIGURE 2.1 

the heading sensors measure the array direction with respect to magnetic north and must 

be referenced to true north. The figure also shows a compass wi th the predicted arrival 

direction of 214°T (with respect to true north) marked. 

Receiving Stations 

123.8 123.6 123.4 123.2 123 122.8 122.6 122.4 122.2 122 
Longitude (deg. W) 

The receiving array contained 128 channels. Digitized data for the five specified trans

missions were recorded on 8mm tape and sent to the Woods Hole Oceanographic Inst i

tution. The time series in each channel are approximately I hr. 15min. long, sampled at a 

frequency of 699.05 Hz. This creates 800 Mbyte data files per event when stored in 

short integer format. Decimat ion is requi red to reduce the data to a more prac tical size 

for signal processing. 

2.5 Decimation and demodulation 

The processes of decimation and demodu lation occur in two stages. The first stage of 

demodulation removes the carrier freq uency and allows baseband decimation. The next 

stage demodulates any Doppler shift caused by source and receiver relati ve motions. 

This requi res spectral analysis to determine the Doppler shift. Figure 2.2 summarizes 

the preliminary signal conditioning performed separately on each channel. 
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FIGURE 2.4 Preliminary Signal Conditioning Flow 

Stage 1: Sampling Sampling 

?~ Input 
Channels 

First Rate: Rate: 
Demodulation 699.05 Hz 19.9728 Hz 

r-----------~~ ~---------. 
Low Pass 
Filter# I 
Bandwidth: ±8Hz 

Decimate by 
35 

127 _j 

Stage 2: 

e·j 2n fd 
r0= 57 Hz 

Spectral 
Analysis 

f I = Doppler Shifl 

Second 
Demodulation 

Low Pass 
F ilter #2 
Bandwidth: 
±10 mHz 

L 

To 
Covariance 
Estimation 
Algori thm 

2.2.1 Stage 1: Decimation 

The signals are demodulated to remove the 57 Hz carrier frequency. This creates a com

plex signal centered at 0 Hz plus any Doppler frequency shift. A low pass filter (lpf. #I ) 

designed using the Parks-McClellan algorithm with a passband of± 8Hz, stop band 

starting at 9.5Hz, and rejection of 62 dB is used to remove frequency components 

greater than the Nyquist for decimation. The frequency response H(f) for this filter is 

shown in figure 2.3. Since the widest band signal that is analyzed is the pentaline with a 

bandwidth of 1.9 Hz x 4 = ± 3.8 Hz a decimation factor of 35 is chosen. The sampling 

rate is reduced from 699.05 to 19.9728 Hz by decimation. The effecti ve Nyquist fre

quency is now 9.986 which adequately represents the highest components of the penta

line signal. The decimation uses the overlap-save method to accommodate the large data 

block size. In figure 2.3 the unwrapped phase for low pass filter #I is displayed. The 

group delay in the pass band is given by: 

1 d<j> 
T = -- = 2.14s, 

~; 2ndf 

which is half of the fi lter impulse response length of 4.29 s as expected. The actual 

implementation of the processing is programmed in the C-language code dem.c (E. 

Scheer [3)) with modifications to cancel the filter delay. 
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FIGURE 2.5 

FIGURE 2 .6 

Filter Frequency Response 
L ow Pass Filte r# 1 : Impulse Response 

20.---~-----,----~----~----~----~-----r-----r-----.----, 

§: 01----------,, 

~-20 
0 

~-40 
b 
<"J -60 vr----------------------------------

-aoo~--~5~--~17o----71 5~---720~---2~5~--~3~0~--~3~5~---4~0~--~4~5~--~50 
Frequency (H z) 

L ow Pass Filter #1: U nwrapped Phase of Frequency Response (phi) 

c:~ 
'---------------------

- 1 50o~----5~----1 ~0----~1 ~5----~20~---2~5~---3~0~--~3~5~---4~0~---4~5~--~50 
Frequency (Hz) 

2.2.2 Spectral analysis 

Once the data is decimated and demodulated to remove the carrier the re lati ve power in 

the frequency components are examined vs. time to resolve the Doppler shift. As shown 

in fi gure 2.4 conventional methods with a sin squared time window are used to esti mate 

the relative power in the spectral components on one channel. A channel towards the 

end of the array farthest from the tow ship is used to minimize effects of ship noise. 

Spectral Estimation Algorithm 

~'" ' ' ' ~ l ....___fft _____.I ,,______I • 1____,
2 

H Spectogcam I 
VO\IV vvtrvrvvo~vll 

s in2 rime windoll'ing 

Time wi ndows are 4 10 seconds long with half window overlaps. The frequency resolu

tion for this time window length is approximately ( I /4 1 Osee.)= 2.5 mHz. No averaging 

is used in the spectral estimation a lgorithm. Using a definition of signal to noise ratio 

(SNR) of 

(EQ 2.1) 

where \}Is is the power spectra l density of the signal, \}' n is the power spectral density of 

the noise, and H(f) is the frequency response of each frequency bin in the fft operation, 

the gain in SNR for a tonal component vs. a white noise process is determined for the 

spectogram algorithm. This gives I Olog10( 1/.0025 Hz)= 26 dB of gain vs. white noise in 
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FIGURE 2.7 

...s = E 

each frequency hin which for most of the recortis i s enough to resolve the signal from 

th~ noise. This is adequate to resolve the Doppler shift which is typically 30 to 70 mHz. 

A ~pec togram for event 18 is shown in figure 2.5. 

Event 1 8 Spectogram: Channel 32 

10 

" ' 

... . 
<) 

7 8 

= ""-= 
7,. as 

-= 
7;> 

1 0 .20 30 40 ::S O 60 69. 0 ........ , ..... _ 

2.2.2.1 Features of spectogram 

• T he signal lengt11 on t11e spectogrmn is one how· long beginning roughly two minutes 
imo the recorded data. This corresponds to a 3hr. 17min. traveltime. 

• The noise II nor is 15 to 18 dB down from the peak signal level. With t11e 26 dB pro
ccs:--ing gain this corresponds to a SNR of approximately -8 to - II dB on one hyuro
phone. This agrees wi tll the results or G. Heard shown in tahle 2.2 (Heard and 
Chapman. t 1YY3)[4]). 

• The magnituue o f t11e received signal tl uctuates by 15 <.lB in four major ani val 
groups. The temporal distribution or t11e magnilllue lluctuations is not consistent 
between events, but the ll uctuations are consistentl y observable. The exact renson!> 
for t11ese lluctumions arc no t known . 

• The meilll Doppler shift o f -23 mHz is clearly visihle on the specwgrilll1. Since t11e 
signal has been demouulated to remove t11e carrier frequency the Doppler shift i s 
measurcu relati ve to 0 mHz. There are some fluctuations about this meilll uue to van
at ions in t11c relnt i ve vc loci tics of t11e source anu receiver, but tl1ese are w ithin ± l 0 
mHL of the mean . 
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TABLE 2 .2 

FIGURE 2.8 

2.2.3 Doppler analysis 

Event Name 

Eventl5 

Eventl 8 

Eventl 9 

Event22 

Event23 

Spectograms for the mher events were also plotted to resolve Doppler shi fts. The fol

lowing table summarizes the Doppler shifts for each event: 

Predicted Source Predicted Total 
Predicted Total Measured Doppler 

Input SNR 
only Doppler Doppler 

Upper Bound from Spectogram 
(Heard[4]) 

Lower Bound (mHz) 
(mHz) (mHz) 

(mHz) 
(dB) 

48 88 
l UJ 

71 - 14.6 
74 

-5 1 -20 
-4 

-23 -1 0.4 
-34 

-59 -22 
-6 

-35 -1 4.1 
-36 

-56 -41 
-26 

-65 -15.3 
-52 

-4 1 -15 
0 

-36 - 16.3 
-28 

The total predicted Doppler shift is computed using a s ignal arrival angle of212° T 

from the horizontal beamforming results of chapter 4, and a launch angle of 135° T. The 

launch angle is determined from Doppler shi fts wi th a moving source and a stationary 

receiving array located off of Monterey (Sperry, ( 1994)[5].) This launch angle gives 

excellent agreement between predicted and measured Doppler shifts on the Monterey 

array. The velocities of both source and receivers are taken from ships' logs of the RN 

CORY CHOUEST and CFAV ENDEAVOUR respecti vely. The following equation 

gives the total predicted Doppler shift for the towed horizontal array where both the 

source and receiver are moving: 

f 
M = - . < v . cos e + v . cos e ) C s s r r (EQ 2.2) 

~f = Doppler Shift , C = Sound Speed , f = Carrier Frequency 

Doppler Sketch 

Source 
RIV Cory Chouest 

Receiver 
CFAV Endeavour 

As shown in table 2.2 the measured and total predicted Doppler shifts are not in very 

good. agreement. An error in any of the four variables shown in figure 2.6 could cause a 
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difference. The source velocity and angle are assumed to be fairly accurate due to the 

fact that Doppler launch angle estimation with stationary receivers is accurate. The 

Doppler shifts due to source motions on ly are displayed in the second column of table 

2.2. 

The primary reason for the difference between the measured and predicted Doppler 

shifts is uncertainty in source and receiver relative motions. Part of this uncertainty is 

due to array deformation. The receiver angle (9r in figure 2.6) is the difference between 

the arrival angle of the signal and the angle of the receiving elements velocity vector. 

A ltho ugh the arrival angle (2 12° T) is well known from the beam forming results of 

chapter 4, the velocity of the receiving e lement may be inaccurate in both magnitude 

and direc tion. The a lignment of the array is used as the receiving elements d irection, but 

this may not be the actual direction of the receiving element. Estimated errors of up to 

±0.5 knots in speed or ±1 0 degrees in direction are used to determine the upper and 

lower bound for the predicted total Doppler shift. The error only effects the predicted 

Doppler shift due to receiver motions since the source Doppler shift is accurate. The 

measured Doppler is only within the error bounds for events 18 and 19, suggesting the 

estimates for velocity errors are low. On the other events the measured Doppler is 

a lmost within the error bounds, but e rrors of ±20 degrees in direction and ±1 knot in 

speed are required to encompass the measured resu lts withi n the e rror bounds of the pre

dicted results. When the amount of curvature and rate of turn ing of the array are exam

ined in detail in chapter 4, it is shown that for events 18 and 19 the array is closest to 

linear. 

A secondary reason for the difference between measu red and predicted Doppler shifts is 

the measured shi ft may not be entirely accurate due to low SNR. The low SNR requires 

a long time window to resolve the mean Doppler shift. Since the mean Doppler shift is 

resolved clearly on the spectograms with a long enough time window, this is used to 

determine the demodulation freq uency rather than using the predicted Doppler shi fts. 

2.2.4 Second demodulation 

The Doppler shift for each event is removed by a second demodulation. The signal is 

then filtered with a very narrow band filter (lpf#2 in figure 2.2) to create a narrow band 

signal for beamforming and to remove noise in other irrelevant frequency bands. The 

fil ter is des igned using the Parks-McCellan algorithm. It has a pass band cutoff at 

±I Om Hz and a stop band beginning at ±20m Hz with a rejection of 69 dB. The frequency 

response is shown in figure 2.7. This fi lter is designed to be as narrow as possible with

out fi ltering any of the desired signal. The group delay of this filter is half the filter 

length as is case with low pass filter# I. This delay is cancelled by a time index shift in 

the processing code dem.c. 

As mentioned previously the Doppler shift is not constant over the one hour event dura

tion , but fluctuates slightly due to changes in transmitter velocity. A heading sensor on 

the receiving array changes its alignment up to 8 degrees over the course of one hour. If 
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FIGURE 2.9 

the most sensitive case (in terms of a change in Doppler shift due a change in course) of 

er close to 90° occurs the Doppler shift is ±I OmHz. for a I 0° direction change. This is 

calculated with source and receiver speeds both equal to 3 knots. Thus the fluctuati ons 

in Doppler shift remain within the bounds of the low pass filter passband of ± I Om Hz. 

With the low SNR on one hydrophone, a very long (approximately 1000 sec. +) time 

window is required to resolve the signal clearly enough to track Doppler fluctuations 

around their one hour mean shift. The time scale of the fluctuations are less than this 

window length thus making this method inappropriate. As seen on the spectogram the 

mean shift is clearly identified, and within the observational limits it did not appear to 

fluctuate beyond the bandwidth of the low pass filter used . 

Filter Frequency Response 

I' 
~ 
~ 

0> 
0 

Low Pass Filter #2: Magnitude of Frequency Response 
50.---------'<---------.----------,---------~--------~ 

~ -50 
N 

- 100oL-----------5LQ----------1-QLQ----------1~5-Q----------2~Q-Q--------~25Q 

Frequency (mHz) 

</) 
c 

Low Pass Filter #2: Unwrapped Phase of Frequency Response (phi) 
0.---------.----------.---------.---------,r-------~ 

-10 

~ -20 
«l 
a: 

-30 

-4Q L-__________ L_ __________ L_ ________ ~ __________ _J __________ _ 

0 50 100 150 200 250 
Frequency (mHz) 

2.3 Phase coherence 

Since beam forming operations re ly on a phase delay between elements of the array a 

certain degree of phase coherence is required along the array. One simple way to in ves

tigate this before beginning beamforming operations is to multiply one channel times 

the complex conjugate of an adjacent channel. As seen in equation 2.3 this causes the 

carrier frequency time dependence (fot) to cancel out and only leave a constant (T72-

T 64) due to inter element delay in the phase term. The time dependent amplitude of the 

received signal for channel n is denoted An(t). 
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FIGURE 2.10 

The magnitude and phase of this operation for channels 64 and 72 of event 18 are plot

ted in figure 2.8. 

Event 18 Phase Coherence 

"' ~ 
]. 
1;1 
~ 

~ 
'6 

~ 
c.. 

Event I H Ph~sc: C hannel 64 • ChanneJ 72 
4 ,---------------------------------~-----------------------, 

3 

2 

0 

- I 

-4 L-------~------~------~--------~------~------~------~ 
0 I 0 20 30 40 50 60 70 

tirne (n1in. ) 

Eve nt18 M agnitude 
0,-------~------~------~~------~------~------~--------

-5 

-25 

-30 

-35 

-40o~------~1 ~0------~2~0~----~3~0-------4~0~----~5~0~-----6~0~----~ 
time (min .) 

The phase difference between the two channels has some variance about its mean. but 

the mean is relatively constant at approximately 2.2 rad ians from 3 min. to 57 min . The 

variance is due to noise and its effects should be reduced when more than two channels 

are used . The regions where the phase is not relatively stable are often due to low signal 

power as seen in the plot of signal power vs. time. The dB scale for the signal power is 

normalized so that the maximum power is 0 dB. 
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CHAPTER 3 Beamforming Methods and 
Limitations 

In this chapter the beamforming methods used to estimate the angular power spectrum 

of the data received on the COAMS array during the HIFf are discussed. This is not 

intended to be a general d iscussion of beamforming techniques, but is intended to pro

vide motivation for the processing techniques that are used. The interpretations of the 

beamformers presented in th is chapter help in understanding the results and the limita

tions on the results of chapter 4. 

3.1 Array geometry[1] 

FIGURE 3 .1 

The geometry of the COAMS array is used to generate synthetic data. The spatia l sam

pling as determined by the array geometry determines many of the characteris tics of the 

angular power estimation results. 

Array Geometry: Side View 

0 2 03 0 5 06 

Hl H l 

I ~ 
L- 1200m 

... I 

With the nested subarray architecture of the COAMS array it is possible to form many 

different arrays. The following table summarizes the inter-element spacing, the number 

of elements N, and the length L of three different arrays that are used for conventional 

and adaptive array processing. 
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TABLE 3.1 

FIGURE 3.2 

Array Geometries 

Inter- Number of 
Len gth 

Array Name element elements 
di stance ~x N 

L 

Conventiona l Mediu m Resolu- 9.525 m. 32 600.1 m. 
tion Array (CMRA) 

Conventional High Resolution 38.1 m. 32 1181. 1 m. 
Array (CHRA) 

Adaptive High Resolution 152.4 m. 8 1066.8 m. 

Array (AHRA) 

The signals at the 8 elements of the AHRA are formed by summi ng signals from sub

arrays w ithin the CHRA array (section 3.3. 1.3). As shown in figure 3.1 the depth sen

sors display a upward tilt on the forward section of the array so this part of the array is 

not used for the beamforming operations. 

Array Geometry: Top View 

.] 
X 

~ • 

k • 

3.2 Conventional processing 

The signal received at the ith element of the array is denoted as si . For the sy nthetic 

plane wave model as shown in figure 3.2 si has the form 

d, 
JW(I-- ) 

s; = e c 

x, · sin ( 9) 
jW(I- C ) 

= e (EQ 3.1) 

where di is the distance from the ith element to the wavefront intersecting the zeroth 

element, and C is the phase propagation speed of the wave. 
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Demodulation removes the carrier time dependence. Using the defini tion of wavenum-

w 
ber k = C, and its projection along the array axis k, = k · sin8, si is written as: 

s; = eik,•,. A column vector containing wavenumber representations of the received 

signals is denoted as s and for the synthetic plane wave model it has the form: 

ejk,xl 

ejk,x2 

s = ejk,x, (EO 3.2) 

eik,•t< 

In conventional beamforming a steering vector is chosen so that the phases cancel when 

the wavenumber projection of the steering vector on the array axis (k~) matches the 

wavenumber projection on the array axis (kx) of the incoming plane wave. Thus the ith 

element of the steering vector d(8) is denoted di(8) and has the form d; = ejk~ x , . Con

ventional beamforming can be written in terms of a normalized inner product N-1(dHs) 

where dH is the complex conjugate (Hermitian) transpose of the column vector d and N 

is the number of array elements. 

An estimate of the power from a given direction is given by the magnitude squared of 

the inner product: 

I 
H 12 H H 

p (8) = dNs = d ~~ d . (E03.3) 

The outer product f< = ssH in the power expression is the sample covariance matrix, 

and is discussed in section 3.4 on adaptive processing methods. 1 

For a linear equally spaced array the inner product operation dHs forms a discrete fou

rier transform. If the elements of d are unifom1ly weighted, the output of the inner prod

uct in response to a plane wave with k. = 0 results in a sine function as the steering 

vector sweeps through the range of possible steering wavenumbers. The denominator of 

the sine function in eq uation 3.4 controls the spatial aliasing rate. 

p ( 8) = 
sine (k. · ~ ) 

(EO 3.4} 

If the element spacing (~x) is greater than half the wavelength (IJ2= 13m) at 57 Hz, spa

tial aliasing may cause an aliased main lobe to appear in the angle space of the beam 

I . Lower case bold letters are used for vectors and upper case bold letters are used for 
matrices. 
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FIGURE 3 .3 

pattern. This occurs with both the high resolu tion arrays, as shown in figure 3.4. The 

aliasing lobes are 43° from the main lobe in the CHRA. This is usua lly not a problem 

since the signal must be in a direction roughly towards Heard Island. A possible prob

lem could occur if there is a equally powerful source at 57 Hz located in an aliased 

main lobe. The CMRA is designed with ill< sufficiently less than IJ2 so the a liased 

main lobe is not in the angle space of the beamformer. This array is used for an initial 

examination of the angular d istribution of the signal power. It is also used to deter

mine if secondary sources could present a problem for the ali ased higher resolution 

arrays. A plot of the entire angle space of the CMRA with a Hamming taper is dis

played in figure 3.3. The signal in this plot is a synthet ic plane wave from 2 12°. The 

second main lobe in th is figure is not due to aliasing, but to the symmetry of the array 

response about its axis. 

CMRA Beampattern 
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Many d ifferent weights for the steering vector are available in the literature (Harris 

( 1978)[2)) to give better sidelobe properties at the expense of a lower angular resolu

tion. The Hamming taper is used in conventional processing. The form of the Ham

ming weights applied to each element at location xi is: 

X
W ( x,) = 0 .54-0.46 · cos (2rr-[ ) X; = 0 , it.x, .. .. . , L (EO 3.5) 

Figure 3.4 shows the response of the CHRA to a pl ane wave ate= I oo with respect to 

broadside(S = 2 12°T in the absolute coordinate system) for both the uniformly 

weighted (rectang ular) and Hamming taper. Note the highest sidelobes of -1 3. 7dB 

and -41.8 dB respectively. The resolution , defined by the -3dB points on the main 

lobe, for the uniform taper is 1.1 ° while the Hamming taper only achieves 1.6°. With 

the shorter CMRA. the Hamming taper has a resolu tion of 3.23° . Because the Ham

ming taper has lower sidelobes it is used for an initial determination of the direction 
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FIGURE 3.4 

of the signal, while the uniform taper with its higher resolution is used for discriminat

ing multipath signals. 

In fi gures 3.3, 3.4, and in a ll other beampatterns using synthetic data the angle 202° is 

broadside to the array. In analyzing the data recorded off the array the beam former 

power output is plotted vs. angle with respect to true north. The received signals have a 

maximum angle of 40° wi th respect to broadside. As seen in figure 3.4, end fi re effects 

are not significant at these angles. 

CHRA Beampattern 
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TABLE 3.2 

FIGURE 3.5 

3.2.1 Multiple plane wave resolution 

One of the key issues in evaluating array performance in detecting multi path is to 

determine how close can two plane waves be together in angle and still be resolved 

from each other. This type of performance is evaluated wi th both taper functions on 

the CHRA. Figure 3.5 shows how close two plane waves can be while maintaining 

a -6 dB minima between the two peaks to resolve the separate signals. The two plane 

waves have variable relative power. As the relative power difference increases, the 

signals must be further apart in ang le to be resolved. Table 3. 1 summarizes the mini

mum sig nal separations for the two pl ane waves. 

Minimum Signal Angular Separations using the CHRA 

Re la tive Power OdB -6 dB -1 2dB 

Uniform Taper 1.55° 1.60 ? 

Hamming Taper 2.5° 2.8° 3.40 

If the signals differ by 12 dB or greater it is difficult to distinguish the lower power 

signal from a side lobe of the higher power signal with a uniform taper. These mini

mum signal distances can be reduced by using adaptive beamforming techniques. 

Plane Wave Resolution 
Synthotic Data with 2 Plo.no wo.vos : Hamming Topor 

10,-----~----~----~----~----~----~----~--------~-----. 
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208 
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2 1 0 212 
onglo ( deg) 

3.3 Sample covariance matrix formation 

- -0 dB 

... - 6 dB 

In the previous section the sample covariance matrix was mentio ned briefly and its 

form was described in terms of a wavenumber space representation of a plane wave. 

The data is recei ved as a time series from each channel so a matrix outer product 

operation is required to form the sample covariance matrix. 
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S I (0) 

So= 
52 (0) 

SN ( 0) 

Input: The inputs to the matrix formation process are N channel s, each containing a d is

cre te ti me sequence sn(f5t) sampled at f5= 19.9728 samples/second from the output of the 

pre liminary sig nal condition ing process. In order for the time sequence index (f5t) to be 

an integer the time (t) should be chosen to be an integer multiple of 1/f5. 

SN(f~t): W\!\f\1\flVV'va, '\/) cfv'\fvf'J'v'\}'i'~ 
I l I I l I ... 1 r 1 

Windowing: The data sequences are time wi ndowed with R half overlapping, uni

formly weighted windows of length T seconds. The windowed data from the rth time 

window is contained in the matrix sr. The time window index r is an in teger counting 

from 0 toR. Each matrix sr can be thought of as a column vector, with each element o f 

the column vector containing a row vector which represents a windowed time series. 

s1 (f,T ) rf,T rf,T (r + 2) f
5
T Rf T 

s2 (f, T ) 
s , ( -2- ) s 1 <-T+I) s, ( 2 ) s,< -f-> 

sr= SR= 

SN ( fs T ) 

O uter Product Operation: The column vectors sr are used for the matrix oute r prod uct 

operation to form the sample covariance matrices. These matrices are sent to the angul ar 

power estimation a lgori thm . 
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For example the time series from the second (r=l ) time wi ndow and nth channel is 

given by equation 3.6 . Note that the window length must be a integer mu ltiple of 2/f5 

so the sample index is an integer. 

(EQ 3.6) 

The (j , k)th element of the sample covariance matrix is formed by an inner product 

operation on the time series, thus the phase and magnitude is averaged over a time 

scale of T seconds. 

Heres* is the complex conjugate of s. The equality o n the right side of this eq uation 

holds true for the plane wave signal model. Thus the elements of the sample covari

ance matrix contain the relative phase difference between the received channels. The 

length of this window is chosen to satisfy time band width product considerations 

involved in determining the rank of the covariance matrix (see section 3.4. 1.2). 

When examining synthetic signals the power response of the beamformer is plotted 

vs. angle. For the data received on the array the angular power spectrum changes in 

time so a time series of sample covariance matrices is formed according to the win

dowing scheme shown in figure 3.5. The final output of the angular power processor 

is displayed in terms of a contour plot with power on the z axis. 

3.4 Adaptive processing 

Adaptive beamforming has two di stinct advantages: the absence of sidelobes when it 

works at high SNR, and higher resolution vs. conventional methods. The principle 

disadvantages of adaptive processi ng are that it involves an inverse of the covariance 

matrix which is sensitive to both the rank of the matrix or any mismatch of the plane 

wave model. This inverse is accomplished through an eigenvalue decomposition 

which can give addi ti onal insight into the signal structure. Two types of adapti ve 

beamforming methods are used. The Minimum Variance, Distortionless Filter 

(MVDF) was fi rst proposed by Capon as the maximum likelihood method (MLM)[S]. 

Here it is examined in terms of an eigenvalue decomposition[3). This approach leads 

to a signal and noise subspace decomposition method known as MUSIC (MUltiple 

Signal Classification, Schmidt (1986)[ 4].) 
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FIGURE 3.6 

3.4.1 Minimum variance beamforming 

i> 
E 

~ g_ 

The basic principle of the minimum variance (MY) beam former is to minimize the out

put variance of the beam former subject to a constraint of unity gain in the direction of 

the steering vector. A beampattern using the AHRA for a minimum variance beam

former in response to a plane wave from 2 12° is shown in figure 3.6 to illustrate this 

principle and the MY response is compared to the conventional response. In the context 

of the HIFf, where the goal is to detem1ine an accurate direction of arrival or detect 

closely spaced multi path, the advantages of the adaptive beam pattern are clearly visible. 

MV beamforming compared to Conventional (uniform taper. ) 
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The typical method of deri ving the MY beamformer is a constrained optimization prob

lem which can be solved by variety of methods. This is not performed here since it is 

widely available in the literature. The result for power from the steering direction is 

stated as [5): 

p ( 9) = (EQ3.8) 

K is the covariance matrix and d is the steering vector. The actual covariance matrix is 

not available. although an estimate of the covariance is formed in the sample covariance 

matrix as defined by the outer product :R = SSH. From the sample covariance matrix 

the power from direction 9 is estimated. 

p ( 9) (EQ3.9) 
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3.4.1.1 Sample covariance matrix vs . true covariance 

A key issue in adaptive processing is whether the sample co variance matrix ade

quately estimates the true covariance for the p urpose of resolving multi path signals. 

The form of an element of the true spatial covariance at an instant in time for a narrow 

band process is given by: 

This quantity is estimated by: 

f< .. 
'·J 

f, l = 0 

The assumption inherent is using this estimate is that the expected value of the sample 

covariance matrix is equal to the true covariance. 

• I H 
K = E ( K ) = lim - (SS ) 

T->~T 

Since angular resolution is important in detecting multipath, small biasing effects on 

the magnitude of this estimate are not of great concern. Large bias ing effects due to 

insufficient rank of the sample covariance matrix are very important. The abili ty to 

resolve two signals rel ies on allowing uncorre lated signa ls incident on the array to 

remain uncorrelated in the sample covariance matrix. The motivation for this 

becomes more evident when adaptive beampattern responses are examined for corre

lated and uncorrelated sig nals (see section 3.4.3.) The length of the time window used 

to form the sample covariance matrix and the bandwidth of the signal determine if 

this cri teria can be met. 

3.4.1.2 Time bandwidth product considerations 

In the pre li minary signal conditioning the received signals are filtered to have a band

width of ±IOmHz. If a typical time window length of T=400sec is used, the uncorre

lated frequency bins are approximately 1/T = 2.5mHz apart. Thus the maximum 

number of uncorrelated signals in th is covariance matrix is 20 mHz I 2.5 mHz = 8. 
which is the time bandwidth product. 

This can also be interpreted in the time domain using the idea of independent snap

shots of data. Since the signal has been filtered to 20 mHz bandwidth the temporal 

decorrelation length is approximately 1/20 mHz =50 s. If the time window used to 

form the covariance matrix is T = 400 s. long the maximum number of independent 

snapshots of data is 400/50 = 8. 
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3.4.1.3 Rank of the sample covariance matrix vs. the true covariance matrix 

1. Upper bound 

For the case of the true covariance the upper bound of the rank is the number of array 

elements. The sample covariance matrix may contain less independent snapshots of data 

than the number of array elements . Thus the rank of the sample covariance matrix is 

equal to the number of independent data snapshots or the number of array elements. 

whichever is lesser. Although an upper bound on the rank of the sample covariance 

exists the following example shows how the rank may not equal its upper bound. The 

effective rank of the covariance matrix is determined by the structure of the signal. This 

example also demonst rates some of the differences between the true ensemble covari

ance the esti mated sample covariance. 

2.a Effective rank of the ensemble covariance matrix 

If a model consisting of two plane waves (S0,S 1) from any d irections including the same 

with no noise is considered, the ensemble covariance matrix takes the form: 

(EQ 3.10) 

It is important to remember here that the signal vectors S are actually matrices as shown 

in section 3.3 since each element of the signal vector is a row vector of windowed time 

series data samples from one channel. Thi s allows K in equation 3.11 to have rank 

greater than one. If the time series of that fonn the inner product operation of each ele

ment of the covariance matrix are perfectly uncorrelated then the expectation value of 

the second tem1 involving the cross products is exactly zero. T hen the covariance can be 

written as: 

(EQ3.11) 

In the terms S0S0H, S 1S 1 H the time dependance is cancelled by the complex conjugation 

so unless the signals are from the same direction (S0S0H = StS 1H) then K is a rank two 

matrix. The directional uncorrelation angle is approximated by kx = 2n/L where Lis the 

length of the array. The location e = sin-1 (IJL) is the angle of the fi rs t null in the conven

tional uniform taper beam pattern. For the case of two signals and no noise the effective 

rank is equal to the true rank of two in this example. The case of a signals with noise is 

considered in the next section. 
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2.b Effective rank of the sample covariance matrix 

For the same signal model the sample covariance matrix is: 

Under the assumption of ergodicity in the limit as the window length becomes infinite 

the sample covariance converges to the ensemble covariance. 

In thi s limiting process if S0 and S 1 are uncorrelated the second term involving the 

cross products goes to zero as Iff. The fi rst term remains fin ite. In the sample covari 

ance matrix the window length is fi nite. In order for the cross terms to become small 
the window length should be much larger than the number of uncorrelated signals. If 

the window length is not long enough to allow the signals to decorrelate then the 

effective rank becomes Jess than the number of signals. The actual rank may still 

equal the number of uncorrelated signals if the window is long enough to allow the 

signals to partially decorrelate. In section 3.4.3 it is shown that the resolution of the 

adaptive beamformers depends on the degree of correlation between signal s. 

Thus if there is no noise the lower bound for the actual rank of the sample covariance 

matrix is the number of uncorrelated signals in a time window assuming there are an 

adequate number of independent snapshots. In reali ty there is always some noise in 

the signal from each array element. If the noise is uncorrelated from sensor to sensor 

the covariance matrix has rank equal to its upper bound. This kind of noise is spati ally 

band-limited white noise and if an adequate number of snapshots are used it can be 

approximated as a matrix with only a constam term on the main diagonal since all the 

cross terms due to different uncorrelated channels are small. 

In the synthetic signals generated for testing the adaptive array, band-limited white 

noise is added to avoid a singular matrix. Unless otherwise noted the band-li mi ted 

whi te noise power level ( cr2 
) is set at 30dB below the signal power in the synthetic 

n O I \ C 

data. In reality, the noise on the array is not necessari ly band-limited white. This is 

one of the moti vations for using the MUSIC beamform ing method. 

If the noise level is very small and the number of uncorrelated signals is less than the 

upper bound on the rank the sample covariance matrix may be poorly conditioned. 

Thi s is discussed in greater detail in section 3.4. 1.5 where an eigenvalue decomposi

tion of the sample covariance matrix is considered. 
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FIGURE 3.7 

Assuming that the noise has e nough indepe ndent elements so the sample covariance 

matrix has rank equal to the number of snapshots the order of the matrix should be no 

greater than the rank to avoid a si ngular inverse [6]. ln this case there are 8 snapshots in 

each time windo w and the order is equal to the number of channels. In the conventiona l 

arrays 32 channels are used so this would clearly lead to a s ingular or nearly si ngular 

matrix inversio n. 

3.4.1.4 Reduction of the order of the covariance matrix 

One solution to this problem would be to simply undersample the C HRA on every 

fourth element and e nd up with a 8 element array. The array gain vs. whi te noise associ -

ated with N=32 elements drops by I Olog I 0 ( 
3
:) = 6dB with N=8 elements. A better 

solut ion is to phase de lay and sum every four adjacent channels in the correct di rection 

to create 8 output channels. This preliminary beamforming operation, which requires 

knowing the gene ra l direc tion of the s igna l, is computed by the inne r product N-l dHS. 

The s teering vector d is a four element vector and the signal matrix S contains time 

series from four adjacent channels. The power is not calculated since this is a spatial fi l

tering process. The output o f this spat ia l fi ltering operation is a time series. This new 

array (AHRA) of s ignals has a inte r-e leme nt spacing of t.x= 152.4m so the angle 

between spatial alias ing lobes is 9.7°. Processing usi ng this array configuration is lim

ited to high resolu tion views of the angular peak of the s ignal. T his method is also used 

in matched fie ld processing and is known as subarray processing [7]. 

This summing of input channe ls increases the SNR of the input to the adaptive proces

sor as seen in figure 3.7. The higher input SNR is offset by the lower array gain from the 

adaptive processor with fewer channels. The fi rst case in this figure is superior since it 

results in a matrix inversion that is less sensitive to the noise. 

Wi th subarray processi ng: 

32 
Chann els 

Spatial 
Filter 

Without subarray processing: 

Lower 
SNR 

32 
Channels 

Adaptive 
Processor 

H. h 1g er 
SNR 

8 
Channels 

vs. 

Adaptive 
Processor 

Higher 
Array gain 

L ower 
Array G 

3-4.1-5 Eigenvalue decomposition of the sample covariance matrix 

a in 

As mentioned previously. the inverse of the sample covariance matrix is achieved 

through an e igenval ue decomposition. The sample covariance matrix is always symmet

ric due to the fact that it is an outer product of a vector wi th its complex conjugate. This 
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ensures that the eigenvectors are orthogonal (uncorrelated) to each other; they are 

chosen to be orthonormal and all the weighting is in the eigenvalue. The decomposi

tion is written in the form : 

A., 0 0 0 
Q>H 
-I 

f<: <l,> .t\ <l,>H [p, P; ... pN) 
0 \ 0 0 <!>~ 

= -I (EQ 3.12) 
0 0 0 

0 0 0 AN Q> H 
-N 

Eigenvectors Eigenvalues EigenvectorsH 

To calculate the inverse, the eigenvalues A.i are replaced with II\ in the eigenvalue 

diagonal matrix. Taking advantage of this matrix operation an estimate of the power 

from the steering direction is written as: 

(EQ3.13) 

2 

h jrlH <P;j . h . . f h . h . . h d w ere A.. IS t e proJectiOn o t e steenng vector on t e eigen vector we1g te 
I 

by 1/A.i. The first term of this sum, when evaluated in response to a synthetic plane 

wave over the range of steering directions, takes the form of a weighted sine function 

as in conventional beamforming (figure 3.8). The nulls in the terms with small eigen

values determine where the peaks in the output occur as a function of angle (9). The 

power of each uncorrelated signal appears as the weighting in the eigenvalue. Since 

the eigenvalue is in the denominator the projections with the less powerful eigenval

ues dominate the summation. The reason a powerful signal emerges as the peak in the 
beampattern is the signal causes a null in all the other weighted projections due to the 

orthogonality. This is illustrated graphically in figure 3.8 and 3.9 by examining the 

weighted projections of the first few eigenvectors and then summing the terms graph
ically. The simulated data used for this figure is a plane wave from 2 12° wi th a band

limited white noise floor of -30 dB wi th respect to the signal. Thi s is the same as that 

used in figure 3.6. 

In the graphic interpretation of the MY processor displayed in figure 3.8 and 3.9 the 

number of independent data snapshots is very large compared to the number of chan

nels(N=8). Thus the estimate of the covariance matri x is a very accurate representa

tion of the true covariance. In appendix A of this chapter a graphical interpretation is 

performed for the three cases of: i) number of snapshots>> number of channels. ii ) 

number of snapshots = number of channels, iii ) number of snapshots< number of 

channels. This appendix illustrates the issues involved in adequately estimating the 

covariance with the sample covariance matrix. 
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FIGURE 3 .8 

FIGURE 3.9 
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In figure 3.9, as more weighted projections are summed the peak at the signal location 

emerges, and due to the orthogonality of the remaining eigr.nvectors the response 

becomes increasingly flat outside the signal direction. By the fourth plot in figure 3.9 the 

response closely resembles the total response as seen in figure 3.6. This flatness relies 

on the orthogonali ty and eq ual weighting of the projec tions in the noise. The orthogo

nality is guaranteed by the eigenvalue decomposition since the sample covariance 

matri x is conjugate symmetric. The eigenvectors are only orthogonal with respect to 

equal weights. If the weights (eigenvalues) are not equal in the noise, the secondary 

null s in the weighted projections with the smallest weights become peaks in the output. 

This may accurately represent peaks in the noise field, but can also lead to confusing 

results especially if eigenvalues are very small due to poor estimation of the sample 

covariance. If the noise e igenval ues are uneq ual, but very small, an effective method of 

equalizing them is to add a small amount of power to each one. This technique, known 

as diagonal loading. is accomplished by adding an identity matrix (scaled to some small 

fraction of the signal power) to the covariance matrix. If the no ise eigenvalues are 
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FIGURE 3.10 

unequal, but close in power relative to the signal then this technique req uires adding 

substantial amounts of noise power to the covariance matrix, which could make the 

signal difficult to detect. In this case a subspace decomposition technique results in 

improved performance as discussed in section 3.4.2. 

3.4.1.6 Eigenvalue spectrum 

In figure 3.10 there are four typical spectrums of eigenvalue magnitudes. The first 

(figure 3. 10 a) is from the synthetic data with one plane wave incident on the array 

with spatially band-limited white noise. The signal subspace containing the pl ane 

wave at a power level of 0 dB is c learly distinguishable from the fl at no ise subspace at 

a power level of -30dB. The second (figure 3.10 b) contains two uncorrelated plane 

waves from directions 1.3° apart, o ne 6 dB less powerful than the other. This is the 

minimum angular distance between the signals required to decorrelate them as indi

cated by the first null of the conventional response of this array (at approximately 9= 

1/L). These signals are also clearly distinguishable from the noise subspace. The third 

(figure 3. 10 c) shows two perfect ly correlated plane waves from directions separated 

by 2.2°. These plane waves are not distinguishable from each other in the eigenvalue 

spectrum because they are correlated, but are distinguishable from the noise subspace. 

The beampattern for this case is compared to the second case in section 3.4.3. The 

fourth (figure 3.10 d) shows a synthetically generated eigenvalue spectrum typical of 

the actual data received on the array. Note that the noise is not spatially white. The 

eigenvalues are scaled to exponentially decay vs. index with a 25 dB range. On the 

decibel plot the eigenvalues appear to decay linearly. In this case it is di ffic ult to 

determine where the signal subspace ends and the noise subspace begins. The effects 

of the spati ally colored noise are discussed in the next section. These examples are 

shown to demonstrate the power and limitations of the eigenvalue spectrum in ana

lyzing the actual data. 

Eigenvalue Spectrums 
a : One Signal b: Two uncorrelated signals, SdB relative power 
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FIGURE 3.11 

3.4.2 MUSIC Beamforming 

The eigenvalue spectrum of figure 3.1 0 d is used to color the noise field and the same 

weighted projections as in figure 3.8 are used to form a new sample covariance matrix. 

The results of MY processing on this sample covariance matrix are shown in figure 

3.11. The MY processor output is adversely affected by the colored noise field . To iso

late the signal from the noise in the beam formed output. the eigenvalue spectrum can be 

arti ficially whitened in the noise subspace. This is performed by simply setting the 

eigenvalues in the noise subspace to unity. The signal eigenvalues are set to zero since 

only the nulls in the artificially whitened noise create the peaks in the output. Thus an 

estimate of the power from the MUSIC processor is : 

(EO 3.14) 

The i= I to k terms are the eigenvalues and vectors in the signal subspace, and k+ I toN 

terms of the sum are in the noise subspace. This gives the theoretic possibility of infinite 

white noise gain since the nulls can approach zero in the noise subspace. The difficult 

part of this is to decide where the signal subspace ends and the noise subspace begins. If 

there is a clear step as in the synthetically generated spectrums of figure 3.10 it is easy. 

In cases where there is no clear step one can decide how many signals to look for and 

use that number of eigenvalues in the signal subspace. The MUSIC result is compared 

to the MY result in a colored noise field in figure 3.11. There are many other ways to 

treat this problem of small unequa lly weighted e igenvalues in a colored noise field. Thi s 

method is chosen because of its ability to isolate signal from noise. 

Comparison of MV to MUSIC in a synthetic colored noise field 
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3.4.3 Performance Evaluation of Adaptive Beamformers 

The angular resolution of the adaptive processors for one plane wave is li mited by the 

noise field as seen in figure 3.12. The angul ar width of the signal itself, or imperfect 

knowledge of the array geometry can also limit the resolution of the adaptive beam-
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FIGURE 3.12 

former. There are no preset resolution limits as in conventional beamforming. The 

performance of the adaptive beam form ers for resolving two plane waves is examined 

by the same technique that is used for evaluating conventio nal beamforming. The per

formance for corre lated and uncorrelated plane waves with the MY and MUSIC pro

cessors is compared in figure 3. 12. 

Multiple Plane Wave Resolution: Adaptive Processors 
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The synthetic uncorrelated signals in figure 3. 12 are 0.5° apart. The MY processor is 

bare ly able to reso lve between the two signals while the MUSIC processor is able to 

clearly resolve the two signals. Unfortunately in real data processing a plane wave 

may not be able to be resolved so precisely due to imperfections of the wave front 

itself or sampling problems. It is seen from th is figure however that the MUSIC pro

cessor can reveal the fine structure of the peak in the di rectional power spectrum . One 

drawback of a method such as MUSIC is that the amplitude of the peak does not 

accurately represent the power in the signal. In figure 3. 12 the plane waves were syn

thetically designed to have a relative power di fference of 6 dB. This is accurately 

reflected in the MY processors output, but the M USIC processor shows the sig nal at 

2 12° having more power than the signal at 21 1.5° ! The reason for this is shown in 

append ix A of this chapter. 

The adaptive processors have poor performance in resolving two correlated plane 

waves. There is litt le difference between the MY and MUSIC processor since both 

signals di rections are in one eigenvector and the eigenvalue decomposition can not 

separate the signals. The minimum angular d istance required to barely resolve the two 

signals increases to 2°. The noise floor appears to be -8 dB while it is really -30 dB as 
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FIGURE 3.13 

seen in the uncorrelated comparison. The performance is actually worse than the con

ventional beamformer with a uniform taper. which can resolve signals 1.6° apart, and 

accurately capture the noise field within the limi ts of the sidelobe structure. Thus the 

possible correlation of multi path arrivals could make detection a difficult problem. 

Horizontal Refraction model 

~}~ 
Great C 

1
.1 . 

Heard Island R-18,000 km. Circle Path a t ~rnta 
Source Recetver 

As shown in figure 3. 13 a small difference in horizontal angle may cause the mult ipaths 

to sample different oceanographic regions with different time and space dependent pro

cesses, which cause the mul ti path to decorrelate. As the signals become closer together 

in arrival angle they are more likely to correlate and this causes the adaptive beamform

ers' s ignal resolut ion abi lit ies to degrade. Thus the correlated signal beam patterns of fig

ure 3.12 show the worst case resolution limits, with the sig na ls still correlated even with 

2° arrival angle separation. For ideal multipath resolution the signal s would tend to 

decrease their correlations as the arrival angle separation decreases, but this is not the 

case as the geometry of figure 3.1 3 indicates. Assuming the separation angle that corre

lates the multipath due to traveling similar paths is less than 2°, then the separation 

angle where correlation occurs is the resolution limit of the adaptive beam formers. 

Unfortunately this separatio n angle is not known and pred icting it requires modeling 

acoust ic propagation through oceanographic mesoscale random processes. 

3.5 Array geometry sensitivity 

3.5.1 Deterministic model 

One of the principle limitations of the beamforming operation is its sensitivi ty to array 

geometry. The inter-element spacing that has been used for the generation of synthetic 

data is measured on the actual array and does not change during the course of the tow. 

The array may not be a! igned along a straight line as has been assumed for the synthetic 

data. It is difficult to have exact knowledge of the array curvature at all times. To deter

mine the beamformers' sensiti vity to an·ay curvature, sy nthetic data with one incident 

plane wave at 2 12° is generated using a curved version of the AHRA array, but is beam

formed assuming the array is straight. To account for the off-axis displacement of the 
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FIGURE 3.14 

array the form of the s ignal received at the ith element of the array (equation 3.1) is 

changed sli ghtly to: 

jk ( x, · sine + Y,· cos9) 
s; = e 

The curvature used for generating the synthetic data is a half period sine wave along 

the length of the array. This assu mes a smooth curvature with no sign change in the 

second derivative with respect to the x-axis which may not be the case. The amplitude 

of the sinusoid is varied in figure 3. 14 to determine the beamformer 's sensitiv ity to 

array curvatu re. 

Array Curvature Sensitivity 
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As seen in the plots of fi gure 3. 14 the MY processor is very sensiti ve to mi smatch in 

the array geometry while the conventional method is much more robust. This type of 

ana lysis is also performed with the MUSIC processor and the results, while not dete

riorating as badly at 1/1 6 and 1/8 of a wavelength curvature, are unacceptable for cur

vatures I /4 wave length or greater. The e igen value spectrum is not adversely affec ted 

by array curvature as is seen by fig ure 3.15. For figure 3. 15 the two synthetic plane 

waves are generated using the c urved array. The plane waves are 6 dB apart in power 

and 1.6° apart in angle. This is suffic ient to decorrelate the signals on a straight an·ay. 

It is seen in the figure that the curvature does not cause the plane waves to correlate, 

as the firs t two eigenvalues remain 6 dB apart and no e nergy is transferred to higher 

eigenva lues. The eigenvalue decomposit ion does not require any kno wledge of the 

plane wave mode l. The sampling issues that are required to proceed from equat ion 

3. 10 to 3. 11 are also met with a c urved array. 
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FIGURE 3.1 5 Eigenvalue Spectrum Sensitivity to Array Geometry 
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An alternative method of analyzing the sensitivity to geometry errors is to add a random 

position error to each array element and determine the mean and the variance of the 

beamformer output. The errors added to the e lement positions are assumed to be stat is ti

cally independent random variables. Independence is not a entirely physical assumption 

since the array elements are constrained to be on the array. An accurate stochastic model 

would incorporate statistics of array curvatu re. This could be used to determine the cor

relativns between array element position errors. This approach is beyond the scope of 

this thesis since the data available on the array curvature is determined by three heading 

sensors. Only s tati stics o n the first two modes of curvature can be obtained while higher 

order modes may exist. 

The previous plane wave signal vector model of 

jk X 
s; = e '' 

is modified assuming a position error model of 

X;~ X; +~Y;· 
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This model assumes the error is off the axis of the line array. This is a realistic 

assumption for a horizontal line array where the elements are a fixed distance apart. 

but array may curvature may exist. If the analysis is restricted to signal arrival angles 

close to broadside then ky = k . These assumptions allow the deterministic model for 

array curvature discussed in the previous section to be compared to the stochastic 

model in a qualitative sense. 

The plane wave model now becomes 

j k x jkt.y 
si = e ~.,. e ' 

Defi ning the phase error as kt.y; = t.<Jl ; and assuming the t.<jl; are statistically inde

pendent zero-mean Gaussian random variables with variance cr~. the expectat ion of 

the beam former output is taken as 

Taking advantage of the Fourier Transform of a Gaussian function the expectation 

withi n the summation is evaluated as 

-a=12 
e • 

Thus the mean of the beam former output is reduced by an exponential factor and now 

becomes: 

d
H- , s - o;/2 
-e 
N 

The variance of the beam former output is determi ned as 

where ( d;s;) * is the complex conjugate of d;s;. 
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FIGURE 3.16 

1 -o 
=I - e • 

Thus as the variance of the phase error increases. so does the variance of the beam

former output. 

cr:"s = ( l- e-o!) ~~~~2 
N 

(EO 3.16) 

In the conventional beam former the di are phase terms with unity magnitude. As the 

phase en·or variance becomes greater than two the output variance effectively becomes 

a constant ( l iN) with respect to cr$. 

Although a di rect comparison of the stochastic model to the deterministic is impossible 

due to the intrinsic di fferences between these methods a qualitative comparison can be 

made. To compare these results to the results of the deterministic approach the output 

variance is plotted vs. the amplitude of the sinusoidal array model curvature in figure 

3. 16. The scale of the phase variance is related to the amplitude of curvature by firs t 

determini ng the rms value of the curved model as 

tly rms 

rr 2 

~J (Asin x- ~Jrr Asinxdx) dx 
1t 7t 0 

0 

Thus 0.0947 A2
"'" cr!Y where A is the amplitude of the curvature in wavelengths. 

A factor of 2n: also arises due to 

ktly = t.<jl 

' I ' cr- =--a-
lly ( 21t) 2 M 

where tly is measured in wavelengths. The output variance is normali zed by N in figure 

3. 16. 

Output error variance vs. Array curvature amplitude. 
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From figure 3.14 of the deterministic model , it is seen that the performance of the 

conventional beamformer deteriorates at curvature amplitudes greater than 1/4 of a 

wavelength. In figure 3. 16 this is where the variance increases sharply. The effects of 

the reduction of the mean of the beamformer output are not noticeable in figure 3.14 

because the plots are normalized to have a maximum power of OdB. 

3.5.2.1 Extension to adaptive processing 

The results of the previous sect ion are extended to the adaptive processor by using a 

slightly different interpretation of the adaptive processor than is used previously in 

this thesis. Previously the only the power from the adaptive processor is considered. 

The adaptive processor can be interpreted as the inner product of a weight vector w 

with a s ignal vectors as discussed in conventional beamforming. For adaptive pro

cessing, the conventional beamformer weight vector of w = diN is changed to 

-I 
f< d 

w= (EQ 3.17) 

where d is the steering vector as used in conventiona l beamforming. Substituting this 

weight vector into equation 3.15, for the mean of the beam former output, it is evident 

that the position error reduces the mean of the output. 

H H -al/2 
E ( w s ) = w se • (EO 3.18) 

Using equation 3. 16 for the variance of the beam former output the variance of the 

adaptive processor becomes 

-al H 
= ( I - e 0

) w w (EQ 3.19) 

Since the weight vector is dependent on the input sample covariance matri x the out

put variance can not be de termined without knowledge of the sample covariance 

matri x. Since the variance of the output of the adapti ve processor is proportional to 

the length of the weight vector a large weight vector causes a large variance. The 

denominator of equation 3. 17 for the weight vector is the same as the denominator of 

the power expression (equation 3.9) for the adaptive processor. Thus the power output 

is large when the denominator is small and the weight vector can become large. Since 

the adaptive processor is constrained to have unit gain in the steering direction the 

largest weight vectors results when the processor is s teered near, but not at a plane 

wave. 

The large weight vector of the adaptive processor causes very high sensitivi ty to array 

element position error. This is evident both from the s tochastic model equation 3. 19 

and from the deterministic model, which in figure 3. 14 shows poor performance with 

small amounts of array curvature magnitude. 
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CHAPTER 3: Appendix A: Adaptive Processor Graphic Interpretation 

In these examples the projections of the e igenvectors on the s teering vectors and the 

in verse sum of weighted projections are plotted for al l 8 eigenvalues. The magnitudes of 

the eigenvalues are also plo tted for each case. 

The s ignal model for all cases is two plane waves from 2 12° and 2 14 ° separated by 6 dB 

in power. The noise model is s lightly d ifferent than used in chapte r 3. l n chapter 3 syn

thetic examples band limi ted whi te noise is added by adding a scaled identity matrix to 

the sample covariance matrix. This assumes the noise is truly uncorrelated from sensor 

to sensor. Here the concern is whether the number of snapshots involved in forming the 

sample covariance matrix accurately captures the true no ise fie ld, thus noise is added to 

the ind ividual channels. The noise on each channel is a sequence of randomly generated 

numbers with zero mean, and variance -30 dB below the maximum signa l power. Since 

no spectral fi lte ring is used here the number of snapshots is equal to the number of sam

ples in each time window. 

Three cases are considered: 

Case l :Number of Snapshots>> Number of Cha nne ls 

Case 2 :Number of Snapshots = Number of Channe ls 

Case 3 :Number of Snapshots< Number of Channels 

For the third case diagonal loading and MUSIC are examined to overcome the poor con

di tion of the estimated sample covariance matri x. 

In the contex t of the horizontal beamforming results presented in chapter 4 the time 

window used to from the sample covariance matrix and the number of array elements 

are chosen so the number of snapshots equals the number of elements. This appendix 

demonstrates that this forms an adequate representation of the true covariance for the 

purpose of resolving two plane wave sig na ls. This appendix also demonstrates how the 

MUSIC method performs the summation in the denominator o t the adaptive power 

expression and how it achieves high resolution when the number of eigenvalues is c ho

sen to correctly match the number of incoming signals. 
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FIGURE A3.17 

FIGURE A3.18 

Case l: (Number of Snapshots (Ns) = 5000) »(Number of Channels (N) = 8) 
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FIGURE A3.19 1 I Sum of Weighted Projections: 201og 10 
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In case I with 5000 snapshots the summation involved in formi ng the sample covari

ance matrix effectively approaches its expectation value. This can be seen in the eigen

value spectrum where all the eigenvalues in the noise subspace have magnitude -30 dB. 

The response of the MY processor with all 8 eigenvalues contributing accurately cap

tures the noise and signals with no sidelobes. 
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FIGURE A3.20 

FIGURE A3.21 

Case 2 :(Number of Snapshots= 8) = (Number of Channels = 8) 

Projections of Steering Vector on Eigenvectors: 201og Cl dH · <1> ·1 ) (Ns = N) 
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FIGURE A3.22 

Total Number of Eigenvalues Used: k= 1 Total Number of Eigenvalues Used: k=2 
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In this case the summation does not converge to its expected value, but it adequately 

represents the covariance matri x for the purpose of multi path resolution. The e igenval

ues in the noise subspace are not completel y uncorrelated as some energy is transferred 

from the lower ones to higher ones, thus giving the unequal spectrum . The effect of this 

can be seen in the MY response with all 8 e igenvalues where the response has slight 

peaks away from the signal directions. These '"sidelobes" do not present a major prob

lem since they are near the noise level of -30dB. 
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FIGURE A3.23 

FIGURE A3.24 

Case 3:(Number of Snapshots =5) <(Number of Channels =8) 
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FIGURE A3.25 

Total Number of E1genvalues Used: k= 1 
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With only five independent snapshots it is impossible to represent the noise in the 8 

channel sample covariance matrix. Two of the eigenvalues become effecti vely zero 

withi n numerical precision ( - 170dB). This causes the sum to be dominated by the last 

two projections. The nulls in these last two projec tions are very deep since there is no 

noise in these projections. l n the cases I and 2 the noise spanned al l projection s so the 

nulls could not become overly deep. The results of this summation is seen in the MY 

response with all eigenvalues where the signal at 2 14° dominates. This is clearly detri

mental to multipath resolution. The response from the summation with only 5 terms is 

not dominated by the small eigenvalues since they are not included in the sum. The 

motivat ions for eigenvalue decompositio n techniques such as MUSIC, or diagonal load

ing are clearly visible from this example. These techniques are displayed on the follow

ing pages. 
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FIGURE A3.26 

1. Diagonal Loading 

One method of equali zing the eigenvalues is to add a scaled identity matrix to the sam

p le covariance matrix . Thi s also prevents the nulls in the last two projections from 

becoming overly deep since noise is projected in all dimensions. The response is plotted 

with the fu ll summation of all eigenvalues and covariance scaling: 

K ~ K+cr21 

cr2 = sc · max (Eige n va lu e) 
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With no diagonal loading the result is the same as the case 3 MY response. With 

sc=O.OO l, 0.0 l acceptable results are obtained. Increasing the scaling to 0. I causes the 

noise level to become unacceptably high and resolution decreases. 
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FIGURE A3.27 

2. MUSIC 

As shown in chapter 3 the MUSIC estimate for power is: 

(EO 3.1 ) 

In this graphic demonstration the number of eigenvalues (k) considered to be in the sig

nal subspace is increased from I through 7. 
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If only one eigenvalue is considered to be in the signal space only one peak occurs since 

the response is effectively equali zed in all other dimensions. The best performance of 

the MUSIC processor is realized with the signal space chosen to have the same dimen

sion as the number of signa ls. In this case the performance for resolving the two signals 

is better than the best case of di agonal load ing since MUSIC has a finer resolution a~ 

determined by the -3 dB points on the main lobe. This type of performance is demon

strated in figure 3.12 of section 3 .4.3. The relative magnitude of the peaks in reversed 

since the nulls associated with the signal at 2 14° are deeper as seen in figure A3. 7. If this 

type of performance is important the diagonal loading approach is more effect ive. With 

addit ional contributions to the signal subspace the performance degrades until with 7 

eigenvalues it resembles the MY case 3 response. 
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CHAPTER 4 

FIGURE 4.1 

Directional Spectrum 
Estimation Results 

In this chapter the methods of chapter 3 are applied to the data received by the CMOAS 

array during the Heard Island Feasibility Experiment. In figure 3. 1 the array is shown to 

have depth sensors and heading sensors. The mean depth of the array for a ll stations is 

approximately 500m which is the depth of the sound channel axis at this location. Fig

ure 4.1 shows a sound speed profile from a CTD cast taken in the vicinity of the event 

18 station (Heard [I]). A mean sound speed of C = 1480 m/s is used for the beamform

ing analysis. 
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The heading sensors are used to convert the arrival angle recorded with respect to the 

array to an arrival angle wi th respect to magnetic north . The details of this conversion 

are discussed in section 4.4 after the time dependence of array heading is observed on 

the acoustic data. The arrival angle with respect to magnetic north is then converted to 

an arri val angle with respect to true north by applying a magnetic declination correction 

(figure 2. 1) to the magnetic heading data. Modelling resul ts and prel iminary results indi 

cate an arrival direction of 214°T so this is used as the center angle to scan around.(Mc

Donald er a/.(1993)[2]) 
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4.1 Conventional medium resolution processing 

Using the MHRA as described in chapter 3 an initial scan of the angular dependence of 

the incoming power is performed. The Hamming taper is used giving a resolution of 

3.23° and the spatial alias ing lobes are outside the angle space of the beamformer. Sam

ple covariance matrix time windows are 410 sec long wi th 50% overlaps. In figure 4 .2 

and 4.3 contour plots for the time angle dependence of the received power are shown. In 

figure 4.2 the beam former is steered from -90° to +90° of array broadside. This captures 

the entire angle space of the beam former aperture since the response is symmetric about 

the array end fire axis. In figure 4 .3 the limited aperture of 2 14°T±40° is examined . 

These plots show there are no strong secondary signals which enter the main response 

of the aliased high resolution beam formers. 

All plots have the hig hest power referenced at 0 dB . In a ll plots there is a strong signal 

present near the expected arrival ang le of 2 14°T. The SNR levels are consistent with the 

o ne hydropho ne resul ts if the signal processing gains of I 0Log10(41 Osee.)= 26dB (for 

time coherent processing) and 10log 10(45.7)=16.6 dB (for white noise array gain with 

the Hamming taper) are taken into account 1• The noise field clearly contains directional 

elements as seen in a ll of the events, but none of the directional e lements are as power

full enough to infer with the di rectional spec trum estimation in the aliased beam pat

terns. 

I Th . . I I d b I I~= I wt h . I f h H . . e array ga111 IS ca cu ate y: I N 
2

, w ere w 1s an e ement o t e ammmg 
lw·l I= I I 

weight vector. 
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FIGURE 4.2 
E15 
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FIGURE 4.3 Conventional Processor: CMRA with Hamming Taper, 60° Aperture 
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FIGURE 4.4 

4.2 Conventional high resolution processing 

The CHRA is used to zoom in on the signal peak of event 15. A Hamming taper is used 

giving a resolu tion of L.6° and sidelobes of -41.8 dB as shown in chapter 3. The spatial 

a liasing distance is now 43°, bultlle aliasing is not visible in l11e limited angular region 

or 2 l 3°T ±8° l11at is scanned. Only one pentaline evem is exrunined. The angular power 

of U1e pentaline sidebands is compared lO lb.e center band in figure 4.4. The angle scale 

on the y axis of lb. is figure is e steer (ti me averaged) as is explained in section 4.3. 1. 

Event 15 (P): Comparison of Sidebands to Center Band 
a El 5@ 57Hz. Conventional, Hamming Taper c· E1 5 @ 58. 9Hz: Convenrional. Hamming Taper 

.. 

500 , 000 , 500 2000 2500 3000 3500 4000 
rime (sec ) 

~ -J : ···:-~~:· 

! ·~-~~it~~ 

.. 
500 , 000 , 500 2000 2500 3000 3500 4000 

rime (sec) 

The sidebands are very similar to the main band in time dependent directional character

istics, but U1e runplitude fl uctuates independently for the three signals. The higher reso

lu tion of the CHRA with a Hamming taper does not reveal any mul!ipath effects. Only 

one strong signal is present in the plots. The most dominrun feature of these plots is the 

apparent change of direction of the incoming signal vs. time on all bands. This can be 

a tu·ibuted to vru·ialions in array direction. 
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FIGURE 4.5 

4.3 Compensating for array geometry variations 

During the course o f the trial the array was not quite s traight behind the tow ing ship. As 

seen in fi gure 4.5 there are three heading sensors along the array. These sensors record 

the head ing of three points on the array sampled every fifteen minutes. In it ial examina

tio n of the data from these sensors reveal that the array curves slightly as there are dif

ferences o f up to four degrees in adjacent heading sensor readings at an instant in time. 

More significantly, the array is turning as a func tion of time as temporal differences in a 

single array heading sensor are as large as e ight degrees over a one hour recepti on 

period . Consequently, two approaches are used to deal with the problem o f the variable 

array geometry. In the first approach, the array is modelled as a s tra ight line that can 

change angle as a function of time as shown by the heavy line in figure 4.5. This is ade

quate for conventional processing methods and is used to determine absolute reception 

angles. The second approach incorporates the curvature of the array as it changes with 

time, but does not track a reference direction as in the fi rs t method. This is used fo r 

adaptive processing which is very sensiti ve to array geo metry. 

4.3.1 Array turning 

The contour plots of figure 4.3 are in the reference frame of the array. Thus if the angle 

e array changes, and the signa l does not change its direction with respec t to true north , the 

direction of the signal re lative to the array cerelative> changes. 

Array Swing Geometry: Top view 

Broadside to 
Array 

Typical Signal ' I 
Direction ~ 

North oo e = Heading Sensor 

East 90° 

The heavy line in figure 4.5 shows the array's broadside direction earray with respect to 

true north while the lighter curved line below is a typical actual array geometry. The 

straight line array direction is determined by a weighted average of the three heading 
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sensors. The weights are calculated from the distance of the sensor along the array. 

Seven time samples of the array heading spanning the 1 hr. 15 min. data records are then 

interpolated in time using a cubic spline interpolation algorithm to give a array heading 

at the center of each time window in which a covariance matrix is formed. These inter

polated time samples of the array direction are denoted 9array (time dependent)· For the typ

ical case of 410 sec. windows with 1/2 overlap this results in 21 interpolated time 

samples. The time dependent array heading is expressed as a time averaged mean com

ponent plus a time dependent quantity fluctuating about the mean. 

9array (time dependent) = 9array (lime averaged) + 9array (fluc!Ualing) (EQ 4.1) 

The mean of these interpolated time samples forms a reference direction for the array, 

which is used as the time averaged array heading for the p lots of figure 4.3. The beam

forming processor can only compute the angle relative to the array broadside (9relative)· 

The y-axis scale in figures 4.3 is determined by adding the 9relative to the time averaged 

array heading reference. 

9 s teer (lime averaged) = 9relati ve + 9array (lime averaged) (EQ 4.2) 

Figure 4.6 shows the array coordinate system changing as a function of time. The fluctu

ations of the array heading with respect to 9 steer(time averaged)= 2 I 3 °T are plotted as a 

green line. The points used to interpolate this line are shown as yellow circles. Con

stants are added to these lines to create white grid lines that represent the time varying 

coordinate system of the array. The quantity plotted in these lines is 

9 =9 . +9 r . steer (lime dependent) steer (lime averaged) array ( luc!Uallng) 
(EQ 4.3) 

Combining equations 4.1 , 4.2 and 4.3 the grid lines become 

9 · d d ) = 9 , · +9 < · d d ) · ~tccr(tJnh! cpcn cnt re au vc arruy umc cpcn cnt 

The 9stccr(ti mc dependent) are origina lly plotted with 9steer(time averaged) as they-axis labels. 

These labels are replaced in the plotting routine by labels that mark the fluctuating line 

with the time averaged steering angles (9steer(time averaged)) they are fluctuating about. 

This is necessary since the 9array(nuctuating) is not zero at time zero. 

Thi s procedure captures the time varying nature of the coordinate system referenced to 

e steer(tirne dependent) in which the an·ay steers. In a normal contour plot one would look at 

they axis scale and then look directly across to see the power at that angle as a function 

of time. In the plots of figure 4.6 they-axis scale is labelling the curved whi te grid lines. 

Thus to see the power at say 2 !3°T, one should follow the green line across the plot. 
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FIGURE 4.6 Comparison of array turning measured from heading data to apparent acoustic signal 
turning. 
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TABLE 4.3 

4.3.2 Absolute arrival angles and error estimates 

As seen in figure 4.6 the grid lines track the signal direction fluctuations fai rly well o n 

all events with in the limitations of the in frequently time sampled array heading data and 

the 4 10 second time windows used to form covari ance matrices. To calcu late an abso

lute mean arrival angle for the signal, the difference in angle between the peak incident 

power (black line on figure 4.6) and the grid line closest to this line is averaged over the 

time of signal reception . This difference is then added to the referenced grid line to g ive 

an absolute angle. The arrival angles, as determined by the above method and the con

ventional beamformer with a uniform taper for all events are tabulated in table 4.3. The 

standard deviation of these measurements is probably not a good estimate of the accu

racy, but it does show remarkable consistency between events after the turning correc

tions have been performed. A better estimate of the error in these measurements is to 

examine how well the signal direction tracks with the array direc tion in figure 4.6. This 

is performed visually by comparing the black peak power direc tion line to the white 

rotating reference frame grid lines. From this it is seen that the black line remains withi n 

1.5 degrees of its mean direction for all events except when the array is turning rapidly . 

Only time segments when the array is not turning rapidly, as seen by the turning index 

of section 4.3.4, are used to estimate arrival angles. 

Event Name Arrival Angle 
Degrees from True North 

Event 15 2 11.9 

EvenL 18 212.2 

Event 19 211.7 

Event 22 212.0 

Event23 2 12.3 

M ean 212.0 Standard Deviation = 0.24 

4.3.3 Angle corrections 
There are two approaches to correct for the swinging of the array in angle. The first is to 

use the array heading data and subtract out the fluctuations. This approach effectively 

straightens out the white grid lines in the plots of figure 4.6. The second approach is to 

assume that the signal should come from a constant direction in time and that any 

changes are due to varying array geometry. This approach assumes the array heading 

data, although qualitatively correct, is not as accurate for correcting the direction as the 

signal itself. The signal can be straightened out by subtracting the fluctuations in the 

peak power direction, and effective ly straightening the black lines in figure 4.6. The sec

ond approach is used for displaying the results of the adaptive processors. The peak 

power direction is straightened along the absolute arrival angle direction, determined by 

the methods of the previous section. 
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FIGURE 4.7 

4.3.4 Array curvature 
As mentioned previously, initial examination of the array heading data shows differ

ences of zero to four degrees between sensors at a given instant in time. If a simple 

model for array curvature is used based on arcs as shown in figure 4.7, then a difference 

in array heading of three degrees between sensors causes a maximum array displace

ment of 15.7 meters, which is more than l/2 the wavelength of 26m at 57 Hz. According 

to the sensitivity analysis to array curvature performed in section 3.5, th is is clearly sig

nificant especially with the adaptive processors 

Array curvature Model 

s 
y = - · (I- cosS) e e 
8 =Angle difference between adjacent heading sensors 

To examine the effects of the array curvature on the beamforming results, a c rude index 

for the amount of curvature is used. In figure 4.8 the standard deviation of the three 

heading sensors is plotted vs. time for each event. One unit of the curvature index corre

sponds to approximately 1/5 of a wavelength amplitude curvature at 57 Hz. The results 

of section 3.5 show the adaptive processor performance degrading after 1/8 of a wave

length array curvature. The actual performance of the adaptive processors is adequate at 

array curvature indices of one or slightly greater as seen in events 18 and 19. Thus the 

curvature index may exaggerate the actual amount of curvature. but it does give a quali

tative sense of performance. In event 22 where the curvature index is as high as three or 

four the adaptive performance is poor, as seen in figures 4.9 through 4.13. 

Figure 4.8 j ustifies using the straight line model for events 18 and 19. It also 5.hows that 

good results should not be expected at the beginning of event 22. Even if the array cur

vature is cancelled correctly here, the array is turning (as seen by the an·ay turning 

index) quickly enough so that the angle of the received signal wi th respect to the array is 

a non-stationary process. The array turning index is the derivative of the straight line 

array direction with respect to time, normalized by an arbitrary constant (450) to fit on 

the same scale as the array curvature index . 

~H (deg.) 
Array Turning Index = · 450 

~~(sec.) 

Figure 4.8 also shows that when the array has high curvature it tends to be turning rap

idly. This makes sense if the array is thought to "slide" through the water. 
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FIGURE 4.8 Array Curvature and Turning Indices 
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4.4 High resolution adaptive processing 

4.4.1 Effects of diagonal loading 
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In chapter 3, section 3.4. 1.4, a technique of s tabilizing the in version of the covariance 

matrix by adding a small amount of band-l imited white noise is mentioned. This can be 

accomplished by adding an identity matrix scaled by a percentage (s) of the most pow

erful eigenvalue. In section 3.4. 1.3 the covariance matrix order is reduced by spatial 

prefiltering o n subarrays to have the same order (N=8) as the number of independent 

data snapshots used in forming the covariance matrix. The number of independent data 

snapshots or the number of uncorre lated signals incident on the array, whichever is 

greater, determines the rank of the covariance matrix. Thus assuming there are enough 

uncorre lated signals, which is a safe assumption given the ocean noise background as 

shown in section 4.1, the covariance matrix is full rank. Since the covariance matrix is 

full rank the inverse is s table and diagonal loading is not requi red. Diagonal loading 

effects are demonstrated in figure 4.9 on event 19. It is seen that diagonal loading 

decreases the resolut ion of the MY processor which is not a desired effect. 

If the prefiltering order reduction operation is not used, then the order of the covariance 

matrix (N=32) is greater than the number of snapshots (8) given the time bandwidth 

produc t of the windows. In this case, the covariance matrix is singular and diagonal 

loading is required. 
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FIGURE 4.9 MV processor on Event 19 with varying amounts of diagonal loading 
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4.4.2 MV and MUSIC processor results 

Adaptive processing is used to zoom in on t.he peak o f the signal. For each event six 

plot.s are shown on the following pages. As discussed in chapter 3, information can be 

extracted from t11e eigenvalue magnitudes. The eigenvalue magnitudes are time varying 

·o tlle nrst plot shows the power in each eigenvalue as a funct.ion or time. Below t11ese 

plots the effective number or degrees or freedom of t11e sample covariance estimate is 

plotted. Thi s is calcu lated by the squared SWl1 of the eigenvalues divided by the sum of 

t.lle squares: 

<I. ~= I A/ 
,, A,- . I." 1 . 

i = 1 t 

If only one signal were present agianst a low noise background t.his would approach 

unity. (f no signals are present, and only a white noise background is present this qmm

tiry woultl approach the number of array elementS assuming an adequate number of 

snapshots. 
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The second plot shows the results of conventional processing as a reference using the 

CHRA array with specifications as in section 3.2. The th ird plot shows the results of 

adapti ve MY processing using the AHRA array. Time windows are 4 10 s. as previously 

noted, and 32 channels have been summed in subarrays of four each to create the eight 

output channels. The fourth through sixth plots show the results of the MUSIC proces

sor with an increasing number of eigenvalues. Each time a new eigenvalue-eigenvector 

is included it adds a uncorrelated signal or noise element. For instance, if a second sig

nal were to appear next to the first on the second eigenvalue plot. and the thi rd eigen

value plot only added unstructured noise, this is an indicator of two multipath. 
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FIGURE 4.10 Event 15: 
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FIGURE 4.11 Event 18: 
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FIGURE 4.12 Event19: 
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FIGURE 4.13 Event22: 
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FIGURE 4.14 Event23: 
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4.4.3 Discussion 

a. Eigenvalue Spectrums 

• The temporal fluctuations of the power level carried by the fi rst eigenvalue are 
consistent with the temporal fluctuations of the power response from the con ven
tional beamformer in all events . The power levels in the second through fourth 
eigenvalues fa ll off at the end of the signal reception at approximately 3600 sec
onds. In all events except 22 there is also a fa ll off in power of the fifth and sixth 
e igenvalues at the end of the signa l. 

• Examining the re lative power levels between e igenvalue does not c learly distin
guish the transition between the signal space and the no ise space in these e igen
value spec trum plots. The first e igenvalue has a large step to the next lower 
e igenvalue consistently in all events, but not at all times during the reception. On 
events 15 and 18 the second eigenvalue also has a large step to the next lower 
e igenvalue at certain times. 

• On all events the fluctuations in the middle eigenvalues follow similar temporal 
trends. The actual number of e igenvalues that show this s imilarity varies from 
event to event, but encompasses the range from the third to the seventh eigen
value. 

• The effective number of degrees of freedom approaches unity when the signal is 
at its maximum power and increases with decreasing signal to noise ratio. This is 
evidence for one domi nant arriva l. 

b. Conventional Beamformer 

• The temporal power fluctuations from the signal direction are independent from 
event to event. The most sig nificant feature of the conventional beam former 
response is there appears to be only one arrival direction present. A second fea
ture o f conventional beam former is the spreading of the power in angle. This is 
most noticeable at the beginning of event 22. These areas of spreading are well 
correlated in time when the turning and curvature indices are high. 

c. MY beamformer 

• The angle spreading that is visible in the conventional beam former is visible as 
spreading and as multiple peaks in the higher resolution MY beam former. This is 
consistent with the sensitivity analysis to array curvature. 

• The temporal power fluctuations from the MY beamformer follow similar trends 
as the conventional beamformer, and the MY processor shows similar signal to 
noise levels as the conventional processor. 

d. MUSIC beamformer 

• The MUSIC response due to the first eigenvalue is stable in direction and narrow 
in resolution. Its temporal power fluctuations are consistent with those of the con
ventional beamformer. 

• In the events 15, 18, and 22, with significant signal spreading multiple peaks 
occur with the addition of second and third e igenvalue responses. The response 
due to three eigenvalues contains most of the features of the MY processor. 

• The angular width of the MUSIC response implies that it is difficult to resolve 
multi path arrivals seperated by less than 0.5° if such arrivals exsist. 
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4.5 Beamforming conclusions 

1. There is one dominant arrival as shown by the first Eigenvalue response of the 

MUSIC beam form er and the center angle peak of the conventional beam former at a 

mean angle of 2 !2°T. 

2. There is no stable secondary horizo nta l mutlipath which would be visible as a paral

lel arrival to the first. 

3. There are uncorrelated signal elements arriving on the array as seen by the e igen

value struc ture. The fall off in power of the lower order eigenvalues at the end of the 

transmissions indicates that these signals are not ambient noise. Many factors could 

contribute to this effect. As shown in chapte r 3, array curvature can cause poor per

formance of the beam former, but does not alte r the eigenvalue spectrum consider

ably. The time windows for forming the covariance matrices were 410 seconds long , 

so the uncorrelated sig nals could be caused by loss of coherence o ver this time inter

val or possibly by the spatial structure of the signa l. The most likely exp lanation of 

this is that fluctu ations of the doppler shift about its mean causes the one arrival to 

decorrelate over the time window. One way to possibly overcome this is to demodu

late the doppler shift more accurately. This requires not only demodulating the mean, 

but a lso the fluctuations about the mean shift. With the low SNR on one hydrophone 

used for estimating the doppler shift it is not possible to track the fluctuations in the 

doppler shift. If the beamformer is used as a spatial filter it may be possible to 

achieve high enough SNR to track the fluctuations. 

The two most important results of this thesis are there is no evidence of any hori

zontal multipath, and the mean arrival angle is estimated to be from 212°T±l.5°. 

It is also important to note at this stage that it is not proven that horizontal multipath 

does not exist. It is only proven that multipath is undetectable on this data set with the 

methods of analysis that are employed. As mentioned in the in troduction McDonald et 

a/. [2) predicted two eigenray bundles reaching the receiving station. The expected 

arri val at 2 14°T has been detected at a slightly lower angle. The second arri val was pre

dicted at 21 9°T with power 40 dB lower than the first. If th is signal exists it can not be 

detected with the available arrays and processing techniques given the SNR. Within 

each eigenray bundle the pred ic ted indi vidual vertical modes of propagation had hori

zonta l arrival angles differing from a tenth to half a degree. This small separation is 

unresolved even with the adapti ve processors. 

Time compression results will yie ld an interesting second view of the horizontal multi

path problem. If arri val peaks are separated by time intervals larger than can be 

explained by vertical mode struc ture, then further work on thi s issue is warranted. Fixed 

arrays with known geometries as planned in the Acoustic Thermography of Ocean Cli

mate (ATOC) experiments may also provide information on horizontalmultipath. The 

ATOC experiments will be on a basin scale as opposed to the g lobal scale of the HIFT. 
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